For use with the HOW TO MAKE A TIRAMISU BLOCK video featured on our YouTube channel:

YouTube.com/Shabby Fabrics
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Required Materials
• 7/8 yard Fabric A
• 7/8 yard Fabric B
• ½ yard Fabric C
• ¾ yard Fabric D
• 1¾ yards Fabric E
• 2 yards Fabric F
• ½ yard Fabric G
• ¾ yard binding
• Creative Grids® Ultimate Flying Geese Template

Recommended Materials
• Fons and Porter ¼" Seam Marker
• Creative Grids® 6½" × 12½" Ruler
• Creative Grids® Simple ¾" Triangle Maker Ruler
• FriXion® pen
• Olfa® Spinning Mat
• Magnetic Pin Caddy
• Patchwork Pins
• Kai Embroidery Scissors

All available at ShabbyFabrics.com

Finishes to: 59½" × 71½"
WOF = Width of Fabric
LOF = Width of Fabric

CUT FABRIC
From Fabric A, cut:
• (20) 4½" × 4½" squares
• (5) 1½" × WOF strips for inner border

From Fabric B, cut:
• (20) 7" × 7" squares

From Fabric C, cut:
• (20) 5½" × 5½" squares

From Fabric D, cut:
• (40) 4¾" × 4¾" squares
  Cut in half on the diagonal

From Fabric E, cut:
• (20) 7" × 7" squares
• (80) 2½" × 2½" squares
  Cut in half on the diagonal

From Fabric F, cut:
• (4) 4½" × LOF strips for outer border
  CUT OUTER BORDER FIRST, then cut:
• (20) 5½" × 5½" squares

From Fabric G, cut:
• (80) 2½" × 2½" squares

From binding fabric, cut:
• (7) 2½" × WOF strips for binding

Make 20 blocks, 12½" × 12½" each
Finished block size: 12" × 12"